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ANALYSIS OF

TORNADO-INDUCED

R. W. Andrae, R. A.

NUCLEAR FACILITIES

FOR

FLOW AND REENTRAINMENT

by

Martin, and W. S. Gregory

ABSTRACT

lhis report describes an analytical procedure that may
be used to calculate tornado-induced flow and material re-
entrainment within nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The pro-
cedure involves the following four steps.
(1) A computer code models the overall ventilation pathways

and predicts tornado-induced flows and pressures.
(2) A second computer code models individual rooms or cells

and predicts velocities within the room induced by the
flows from step (l).

(3) These velocities are then used to predict reentrainment
and suspension of particulate material.

(4) The possibility of release is predicted from the flow
patterns calculated in (l).
For illustrative purposes only, the head-end ventila-

tion system of the Nuclear Fuel Services, West Valley, New
York, plant was analyzed using the proposed procedure.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transient depressurization associated with a tornado contacting the

air supply and exhaust points of nuclear facilities can cause significantly

higher-than-normal flows and pressure differences within the facilities.1

Consequently, under tornado conditions, relatively high air velocities can

occur over interior surfaces of ducts, isolation cells, and gloveboxes where

deposits of radioactive material may be present. These velocities, if suffi-

ciently high, can in turn cause quantities of radioactive material to become
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suspended and possibly transported through ventilation pathways and ultimately

to air release points.

An analytical procedure that can predict the potential for release of haz-

ardous material from a tornado-induced flow is essential to safety reviews of

existing fuel cycle facilities and for preparing criteria for new plant li-

censing. The purpose of this report is to outline such a procedure, but it

should be considered preliminary because the analytical tools used were not

developed explicitly for the stated purpose and only a short period of time

was available.

Two computer codes developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory were

used. These codes are described below and in greater detail elsewhere.2-4

A one-dimensional code, TVENT, 2,3 was used to calculate flow and pressure

histories within the facility. The output from this code was then used for

input as boundary conditions to another computer code, SOLA-ICE, 4 which cal-

culates detailed two-dimensional, transient velocities in areas where deposit-

ed radioactive material is likely. Finally, these velocities were used to-

gether with assumptions of particulate and surface characteristics to calcu-

late reentrained material quantities. An assessment of material release at

the plant’s atmospheric boundaries can then be made by considering system flow

magnitudes and direction (from TVENT results).

To illustrate the procedure, we analyzed the head-end ventilation system

of the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) fuel reprocessing plant near West Valley,

New York. Although NFS operations were terminated in 1972, radioactive mate-

rial remains in the main process cells. We have investigated the flow condi-

tions throughout the entire NFS head-end ventilation system for one tornado

condition, but we have chosen to illustrate the proposed procedure for the

General Process Cel1 (GPC). Thus, detailed velocities and possible reentrain-

ment of an assumed particulate from the GPC floor were investigated. However,

we did not address the more general question of overall facility safety under

all possible tornado conditions.

II. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE ,

To determine if particulate material release would be possible under tor-

nado conditions, assuming the ventilation system remains intact, we must an-

swer five questions.
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(1) What are the magnitude and direction of the system air flows?

(2) What are the detailed local air velocities near contaminated surfaces?

(3) Will reentrainment occur as a result of these velocities?

(4) If reentrainment does occur, how much material becomes suspended?

(5) How much, if any, of this suspended material could reach the system

boundaries through the ductwork or other routes?

The flow chart shown in Fig. 1 depicts the analytical procedures used to an-

swer these questions. The outputs of TVENT and SOLA-ICE answer questions (1)

and (2), respectively. For a given room, the output of TVENT is converted into

air velocities that become the boundary conditions for SOLA-ICE. Although

SOLA-ICE calculates velocity distributions throughout the room, only those ve-

locities adjacent to the surface under consideration were used in the reen-

trainment studies.

The answers to questions (3) and (4) do not involve the use of computer

codes. As shown in Fig. 1, a velocity at the edge of the boundary layer

obtained from SOLA-ICE is used to calculate the friction velocity u*. This

velocity is compared to a threshold friction velocity Uxt, obtained from em-

pirical data to determine if reentrainment is possible. If reentrainment is

possible (u*> uxt), then semi-empirical equations are used to calculate

material quantities suspended.

Finally, consideration of suspended material release [question (5)] re-

quires consideration of flow into and out of the GPC during the reentralfiment

period. Thus, additional examination of TVENT flow data is required to deter-

mine if the suspended material can indeed escape to the environment.

All of the steps outlined above are discussed in greater detail in the

sections that follow. Assumptions and qualifications are also presented at

each step in the procedure.

III. TVENT ANALYSIS

A. Modelina

The modeling parameters and the steady-state

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)5 and

TVENT model constructed from these data is shown

the portion of the NFS facility that involves

conditions were provided by

are given in Fig. 2. The

in Fig. 3, which simulates

the Process Building. The

building houses the main process cells that have their own ventilation system
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known as the head-end ventilation system. Certain simplifying assumptions have

been made in those areas lacking substantiating data. A brief description of

this part of the facility and mention of some of these assumptions follows.

The main process cells are (1) the Process Mechanical Cell (PMC) in which

the fuel elements to be processed were cut into small pieces; (2) the GPC

where the pieces were stored until a batch was ready for processing; and,

(3) the Chemical Process Cell (CPC) in which the chemical dissolving took

place. These cells are connected by hatchways. The covers for the hatch-

ways are assumed to have been removed, and these passages form the only

ventilation pathways. Both the PMC and the CPC are ventilated by outside

air supplies. We assumed that these air supplies are exposed to the full

effects of the tornado through loss of external building walls. The walls

are actually constructed of reinforced concrete block. In addition, the

filter between the cell and corridor, and the damper between the corridor

and the intake are represented by lumped components to simulate the system

resistance of these components. The resistances of the filters in the

plenums upstream of the blowers are based on completely dirty conditions.

The characteristics of the blowers are based on overcoming expected resis-

tances for dirty filters.

ORNL also provided the tornado pressure transient shown in Fig. 2. The tornado

had the following properties.

Maximum wind speed 145 m/s

Rotational speed 121 m/s

Translational speed 24.6 m/s

Radius of maximum rotational wind 80.8 m

Total pressure drop 17.9 kPa

Rate of pressure drop 5.5 kPa/s ,

In the example problem used, the tornado is applied to all the supply points

in the head-end system, at nodal points 1, 4, and 7. A 10-s period held at

ambient pressure precedes the tornado to establish steady-state velocities in

the cells. An echo of the input data is shown in Fig. A-1 in Appendix A.

B. Results

The possibility of air flowing

point because of flow reversal is

from the GPC and being released at a supply

shown by plotting the flows in the paths
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connecting the GPC and an outside air supply port on the same graph, Figs. A-2,

A-3, and A-4. Release is possible only if the period of flow from the GPC

coincides with a flow reversal at the supply ports, nodes 1, 4, or 7. This as-

pect of the problem is discussed in Sec. VI. Two other important output para-

meters are the flow velocities in the GPC hatches and duct and the amount of

air going through these paths over a certain time. Both of these parameters

are printed for each calculation time step. The velocities are based on the

assumption of uniform flow. A sample of this listing is shown in Fig. A-5.

The volume of air flowing during a specified time can be obtained by finding

the difference between the integrated flows occurring at the beginning and end

times for this period. This information is also needed in the branches con-

necting to the air supply points when the amount of air leaving the facility

must be known.

IV. SOLA-ICE ANALYSIS

A. Modeling

The GPC has been selected for demonstrating the use of SOLA-ICE to obtain

velocity distributions. Because of the two-dimensional aspects of the present

code, modeling requires proper visualization and good judgment to simulate the

effects occurring in a three-dimensional room. The model of the GPC used

(Fig. 4) is essentially a vertical slice through the cell as indicated by the

cross section shown in the isometric view. Two significant compromises were

necessary in modeling. First, the exhaust duct shown dotted in the isometric

view has been rotated 90° and translated so that all the flow paths are in

the same plane. The other compromise concerns the magnitude of the boundary

velocities for the duct and hatches. Actually, an airstream flowing from a

constricted path into a larger volume expands, thereby reducing the velocity.

This cannot be shown in a two-dimensional representation. This is a valid ar-

gument for reducing the boundary velocities by some factor to include this ef-

fect in calculating the floor velocities. Because a factor of 1 was used in

this report, the air velocities near the floor are larger than they should be.

The values of the velocity used are given in each printout of the calculated

air velocities near the floor. All the functions generated in TVENT are shown

even though they may not be used. These functions are numbered in the order

they were punched in TVENT and do not retain their branch identification.
8
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The input data other than the boundary velocities are presented in Fig. B-1

in Appendix B. A complete explanation of the required input and its formats is

presented in Ref. 1 as modified by Appendix D of this report.

B. Results

SOLA-ICE results are displayed in three ways: (1) velocity vector plots

(Fig. B-2); (2) velocity plots along the floor (Figs. B-3 to B-6); and (3)

printouts of air velocities near

the GPC cell flow patterns at a

plots along the floor: one is a

that describes envelopes for the

the floor (Fig. B-7). The vector plots show

given time. There are two types of velocity

composite of all the velocity vs time curves

air velocities near the floor, as shown in

Fig. B-3, and the other shows velocity histories at a particular location along

the floor, as shown in Figs. B-4 to B-6. (All the velocities near the floor

are for the centers of elements I = 13 and J = 2 to 18 shown in the model.)

v. SOURCE TERM ESTIMATES

A. General

In this section we describe the problem of estimating the quantity of par-

ticulate material that can be reentrained from the GPC floor during tornado-

induced transient flow conditions. (Reentrainment elsewhere in the plant in-

cluding ductwork was not considered. ) Here we propose a new analytical ap-

proach for calculating reentrainment that takes advantage of the detailed flow

information available from TVENT and SOLA-ICE. After introducing the tech-

nique, we state our assumptions and qualifications and then present GPC source

term estimate example calculations and results. We emphasize that these cal-

culations have been performed for illustrative purposes only. The particulate

size distribution and density used in these calculations were strictly hypo-

thetical.

To arrive at an estimate of the quantiky of material reentrained, we must

answer the following questions. (1) When do particles begin to move? (2) What

determines whether particles go into suspension? (3) How much material is sus-

pended? and, (4) Does the material stay suspended or does it redeposit? A

valid answer to (1) implies that one has taken into account particle, surface,

and flow characteristics. Some account must also be made for the forces act-

ing, namely, aerodynamic, interparticle (cohesion), and surface to particle

(adhesion).

10
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The resuspension factor K has been used extensively in the past to estimate

reentrainment. Unfortunately, this concept bypasses questions (1) and (2) to

answer (3) directly. By definition,

K= air concentration (g/m3)
‘ l/m .

surface concentration (g/mz)

Healy6 reviewed measurements and applications of this simplistic concept and

pointed out some of its limitations. Several points are of major concern to

us. First, measured values of K range over 11 orders of magnitude. For be-

nign conditions when K is most reliable, the uncertainty is at least two or-

ders of magnitude. Also, K fails to account for particle, surface, or local

flow characteristics. As a result, the resuspension factor would have to be

measured for innumerable cases to encompass accident conditions. These prob-

lems render K essentially unworkable for our purposes.

The proposed new reentrainment calculational procedure has been discussed
7in detail elsewhere and addresses each of the above four questions. This

procedure is similar’ to the approach taken by Travis,8 who developed a com-

puter model to predict reentrainment and redistribution of soil contaminants

as a result of eolian effects. It was used here to estimate the number of

grams of material that could be suspended over the floor of the GPC. Once

airborne in the GPC, suspended material might enter the ventilation system

during or after the transient, depending on flow magnitudes and directions.

We will return to considerations of the likelihood of a release of entrained

material later.

The flow chart shown in Fig. 1 includes our NFS reentrainment calculational

procedure. We will sumnarize the steps briefly here. (The reader can find the

necessary equations in Appendix C and additional details in Sec. V. D.) After

TVENT, the SOLA-ICE code was run to provide required values of air flow veloc-

ities u near the GPC floor. These values and a boundary layer profile equation

were used to calculate a surface friction velocity u*. This value of U*

was compared to a threshold friction velocity Uwt for the assumed particu-

late material. This value of u*t was estimated from the experimental data

shown in Fig. 5. For this case we found u*> Uxt so some material could

be set in motion. A semi-empirical reentrainment equation was used to estimate

the flux. of material that could become suspended qv. Knowing qv, the GPC
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floor area, and the time interval At over which U* exceeds u*t, we esti-

mated a source term quantity of material M for the GPC in grams. Finally, a

deposition velocity Ud was calculated that, together with the GPC volume,

allowed an estimate of the mass deposition flux and time for depletion of the

aerosol plume.

B. Assumptions

To compute the GPC source term, we need information about the particulate,

the GPC floor, and air flow characteristics as well as a mapping of the surface

loading (location and quantity). For an illustrative calculation, we have used

flow information calculated by SOLA-ICE together with the following assump-

tions. The particulate is assumed to be spherical and have a diameter (Dp)

less than 50Mm with a median diameter of 25vm. Because all the particulate

are smaller than 50 pm, we assume that all the material is suspendable. The

average density p~ is assumed to be 3 g/cm3. Note that this particulate

is strictly hypothetical. We consider two surfaces: (1) a smooth surface like

stainless steel or linoleum, and (2) a moderately rough surface with a rough-

ness length of y. = 0.0104 cm (coarse sand). In both cases the floor is as-

sumed to be flat without obstacles or protuberances. We further assume that

the particulate loading is uniform over the entire floor and at least two par-

ticles deep. Also, we assume that standard atmospheric conditions prevail.

For the purpose of this reentrainment calculation, namely, to illustrate

the technique, SOLA-ICE has produced more detailed flow information than we

wish to use. That is, while velocities near the GPC floor have been calculated

for 16 elements, the scope of this exercise will not permit a correlation of

the SOLA-ICE-predicted velocity variation along the floor with local entrain-

ment. Hence, for simplicity we make the assumption that the near-surface ve-

locity time history illustrated in Fig. B-5 is representative of the entire

floor. Figure B-3 shows that this is a conservative assumption. The boundary

layer on the floor is assumed to be turbulent and 10 cm thick (so that u above

10 cm is constant). With these assumptions and knowing the total quantity of

material present on the GPC floor, we can estimate the quantity of material

reentrained subject to the following qualifications.

C. Qualifications

The question of how heavily a surface must be loaded before equations like

Eqs. (C-2), (C-5), and (C-6) are applicable is debatable. For the realistic

J3



types of loadings such as we expect to find in the GPC, the empirical constant

in Eq. (C-6) may not be satisfactory because it was obtained for relatively

thick powder beds. Furthermore, the empirical coefficients in Eq. (C-5) are

suspect because they were obtained from experiments with soil particles.

The recent experimental and theoretical work underlying Eqs. (C-2) and

(C-6) is believed to be the best available.g-n Thus, the basis for pre-

dicting Uxt using Eq. (C-2) is sound; however, the data base to which Eq.

(C-2) was fit is sparse for small particles. In principle these uncertainties

could be checked and reduced with appropriate experimentation.

D. Re-entrainment Calculational Procedure and Results of Example Calculations

for the GPC

For the assumed particulate, we find u*t = 28 cm/s (Fig. 5). Now en-

trainment can occur only if U* ~U* = 28 cm/s. To relate this value of u to
t

u at 10 cm above the floor, we apply Eqs. (!-3) and (C-4) for (1) a smooth

surface, and (2) a rough surface with y = 0.0104 cm, respectively. The results

are ut = 6.55 m/s for case (1) and Ut = 4.8 m/s for case (2), where Ut

is the free stream threshold velocity in each case. That is, if the free

stream velocity u exceeds Ut = 4.8 m/s in case (2), for example, then we ex-

pect particulate reentrainment and suspension (since Dp < 50um). Referring

to the SOLA-ICE output shown in Fig. B-5, we’ observe that u exceeds Ut in

both cases for subintervals of 20 t 31 s. We have determined average val-

ues of u for each case using

1 Jtz

‘avg=~ t, ([UI - ut)dt ,

where
‘2 - ‘1

For case (l), t

30.5 - 21.35 = 9.”

(1) and u = 6.61

is the interval for which u exceeds Ut in each case.

❑ t2_ t = 269 -
1“

22.25 = 4.65 s, and for case (2), t =

5 s. Dropping “avg,” the results are u = -7.56 m/s for case

m/s for case (2). Going back to Eqs. (C-3) and (C-4)> the

corresponding values of U* are 31.8 cm/s for case (1) and 38.5 cm/s for case

(2). Notice that for both cases U* exceeds Uxt = 28 cm/s, so we expect

particulate suspension for both cases. The time intervals used to calculate

suspension are taken to be those associated with surface flow at the average

values of u. These are At = 24.9 - 22.65 = 2.25 s for case (l), and At = 26.8

- 22.3 = 4.50 s for case (2).

14
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We can use the latest values of U* to calculate qh and qv from Eqs.

(C-6) and (C-5), respectively. The results are qv = 2.77 x 10-8 g/cm2 s

for case (l), and qv = 5.61 x 10-5 g/(cm2 s) for case (2). Finally,

knowing the GPC floor area of A = 4.7cI x 105cm2 and At, we can calculate

the total mass of suspended particulate using M = qv(A)(At). The results

are M = 2.93 X 10-2 g for case (1) and M = 119 g for case (2). Note that in

both cases we assumed that sufficient material was present on the floor to sus-

tain the entrainment flow qv over the entire At. Thus, these values of M

are the maximum amounts of material that could be entrained. If less than M

grams of material are present, it would all be entrained in less time than At.

Finally, using Eq. (C-8) we calculate a fall speed of Uf = 5.74 cm/s for

the assumed particulate. For case (2) using M = 119 g, the GPC volume of 2.79

x 108 cm3, and assuming the deposition veloci~~ Ud is equal to Uf, we

calculate a room concentration of !2= 4.27 x 10 g/cm3, a deposition rate

of 1.15 g/s, and a time for complete depletion of the aerosol cloud of 103 s.

These calculations are surrrnarizedin Table I.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results of TVENT and SOLA-ICE supply data for the reentrainment cal-

culation and are used to determine the possibility of particulate-laden air

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXAMPLE REENTRAINMENT

CALCULATIONS FOR THE GPC

Surface

u*t> cm/s

u~, cm/s

At, S

. qv, 9/(cm2s)

M, g

ud(=uf), cm/s

Deposition rate, g/s

Depletion time, s

Case (1)
(Smooth)

28

31.8

2.25

2.77 X10-8

0.03

5.74

--

--

28

38.5

4.50

5.61 X 10-5

119

5.74

1.15

103
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reaching the environment. The variation of flow in the branches of interest

can be examined to find potential problem areas if entrainment does take place.

This limits the entrainment studies to only the potentially important areas.

Figure 6 surrrnarizesthis procedure for the GPC of the NFS facility using com-

puterized plots. These plots show the relationship between the period when the

steady-state velocity is exceeded, when flows are entering or leaving the cell

boundaries, and when flows are entering or leaving the ventilation system

boundaries. The area under the flow curve represents the amount of air moved.

The exact value of this integral can be found from the integrated flows tabu-

lated in the TVENT output such as shown in Fig. A-2. The only flows out of

the GPC during or after the period when the floor velocity exceeds its thres-

hold value are to the PMC through branch 7 and out through branch 8, the 0.5-m

exhaust duct. The latter flow passes through the filter plenums before being

exhausted to the environment and thus may not represent a threat. A portion

of the air flowing back into the PMC may contain airborne particulate if reen-

trainment occurs. However, the direction of the flow in branch 4, the PMC out-

side air supply connection, indicates that none of the contaminated air return-

ing to the PMC from the GPC reaches the environment. Therefore, although reen-

trainment does occur in the GPC, the suspended material will not likely reach

an atmospheric boundary.

VII. SUMMARY

This report has presented an analytical procedure that may be used to cal-

culate particulate release from nuclear fuel fabrication or reprocessing fa-

cilities subject to tornado transient conditions. As an example, this proce-

dure was applied to part of an existing fuel reprocessing plant. The plant

ventilation system was modeled using a computer code that predicts flows and

pressures throughout the system. A second computer code calculated velocities

in a particular process cell. Then a new approach was used to estimate a quan-

tity of suspended material for two surface conditions. For the case of a rough

surface (equivalent to the roughness of medium-sized sand particles) we found

that about 119 g of particulate could become suspended. However, consideration

of the flow rate magnitudes and directions revealed that even for this case a

release would be unlikely. While this finding is significant, the purpose of

the report was to illustrate the analysis procedure for a tornado accident

16
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Fig. 6.

)

3

Composite of computerized plots for defining entrainment problems.

NOTE : 1 cfm = 4.719 x 10-4 m3/s
1 f/s = 0.3048 m/s
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condition. We believe that this procedure affords much greater potential for

accuracy than the resuspension factor approach or one that simply assumes all

of the material is reentrained. Therefore, we feel that further study is war-

ranted and should be pursued.
.

.
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APPENDIX A

TVENT DATA

.

TVENT LASL

LIST OPINPUTO ATA

12SaS678::l 2S#Sb7B::l 2S#5bT8::l 2349678 ::1 Z3@5bTB::l 2545 b78$:1234Sb7b::l Zl45b78::
i#*
z#NFS MEAO,CMO VEN1. sYSTEM, TORNAOO AT ALL BOUNDARY NOOf S EXCEPT EXHAUST
S**
48* RUN CONTROL I

P

tire* tOUNDARY CONTROL
1ss $ 8
tbU* GEOMETRY ANO COMPONENT CONTROL
17 N21W!Z71
111#* BRANC.MCS

Z8583.
38583.
88583. 9.575
S1727,
6!727,
Q3Q00.

.s11.?7. !s..15
1s103100 5.0
IaJQEk?o
1114ZIR.
1214210.
13!4210.
Itlazle.
16142!0.
l~ltm.

4a*
45te ~~RNADO TRANSIENT
●b.s 15
4799,0 mom lsl; e @,@
48 W17, Z5 W72. O 20.50 S*SI
4Q8* ROO~ OAIA
Sin 1510, Ill. 30.
51* ●IO. w,za
5ZII 210, t::” 2s0.
S39 310, :eo
Sa* SIB.

879,8
1s. 1s0.

S5B 610, 1s,
sb# 810, 1s,
9f#* 8LOdER CURVE
588 1 6
5v*82m8. 3s, n
b@#71b15. ZzJ.nLl
blu~ PRESSURES
429 8,
●38 -1, s0
6(w ●7,7
65b 919, b

1ss.
97,8

8, 2s.8
18000. 12.3

-,e5 ●,?
SJ. -1. *I
W$ol ●18,2
9.0 9s. s

Ssoe.
lzeeeo

●72,8

Z?, b
e,

SI.L!
.m, ls
●iQ,5
-5,8

●,le
●6.5
e,a
●7.2

I

I

I

Fig. A-1.
Echo of input to TVENT.
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8RANCM tIW FLOW :NT, PLOM

s zs, wmne la$86.84
T Mo90mP0 QS3B1.17
8 2s.02.s?0 2es3. e8
s 240eee8e 1891s,54
7 24. BBL388 -S026.73
8 24,00000 2455.78
S 24.18BM 14824.82
7 2a. tOtw 06757.66
c zaoteoee 20ss.92
5 za, zrnntw 187.?S.16
7 ta, zrnerne -aaQapi6
0 2a.20eoe sf~s,al
S 20.3B00e ld61B.5~
7 2LI,3Bk!Bi! w4236.26
8 24, s0800 S536. ?9
s Za, @ecln@ ~aa88,87
7 2a,48ea8 93984.65
8 E4.42J8BB SE.5Q.52’
3 24.58000 14s5Q.3a
7 24.56000 ●S737.6Q
B 24. WJOl!O 4166,90
S 24.6DOBE 10223.28
7 za, t.nnee _3aQ7. i8
8 2a,6rlnk38 4a5Q. sn
3 2a.7000p 14081,76
7 ta,70i!PL? wS262.56
8 240 TOi3@0 ●737.76
3 Zn. aemfle 13 QS5.73
7 2fi,8EJtWtP ●S833.86
8 za. cuene 5003,16
3 2aow3tirn0 IS786, @5
7 24.90000 ●2811,09
a 2a,9rn4in0 5?56.28
3 25. LIOeOtI 13633,41
7 25, M00110 -2594.3R
8 25,000t3kI 5a97,70
S 250100n0 13478,5~
7 25.1 MWI .2 S83,03
8 Zsol?nne 5728.30
3 25.20000 13 S22,1q
7 25,20080 ●217R.52
8 25,2 EJEIM Sqaa, ss
s zs. saoiw 131 ba.73
7 Zs:sonEe
8 25. SW3H8
S 25.600B@
7 25. aOSO@
s zs, aeenrn

3 r5. sEJ2Jme
7 25, S41EJ@@
n 25,52mo@
S 25,60000
7 25,6@0fIE
8 25,60E00
3 25,70090
7 25,70000
8 25,7e0aw
5 25,88396
7 25.800R0
s 25, (IOEIEIL7

W1Q79;62
61 S8.83

\JEJ06. fq
_1786.6a

635Q.88
!2808.85
s15e V.63

6552. @l
$?691,28
●1418.63

6735.5a
tz53a. s~
.i2u3.5a

$Qll, @6
1237901s
.in?a, ae

7878.86

78s.04
S28.89

16 S3.73
012.95
S2B.2EJ

16s7. a9
337,7a

512.13
1661,90

662.36
5mu. a2

8666.92
62.6,80
4Q7.14

1672,53
011,0’5
498*ZQ

1678,70
0S5, SQ
483.85

1685.39
W8, Q1
477.8s

$bQ2,57
W!2,5@
472.19

1700,24
121e5, n5

466,9S
1708,36
1028, Q5

462,07
1716. V1
Itlsl. ae

a57.57
1725.07

lfi74, s9
as3, a2

17 S5,22

10~6.73
449,62

:7a4.95
1112.,0?

446,16
!7S5.8U
1140,61

4a3.82
1765, a7
1162,15

448,19
1776,23
118s.44

437,68
i?ll?. sl
1204.46

4S5, ab
1798.68
1225,22

43s,53
tbt8,3a

AVE. VEL.

31.22
●9,133
15.68
SI.07
-V .32
18;76
Saw
●8.82
21,66
30,67
●8,33
~ll,al
sB, au
-7.85
27, S1
30.18
-7,39
29, aq
?Q, Q1
●6,93

3t. a3
29,63
-6,118
54,07
2Q,33
-6, @5
S6, IQ
2$, M3
-5.62
sa.22
26.72
●s,21
40,16
za, aa
-4,01
42,00
2a, oa
●8.62
43,76
27, 7s
-4.8~
a5,44
27, a2
-S.67
47,05
Z?,\@
9s.31
4a. sq
26,77
W2, Q7
s@,’a5
26.4a
●2.63
S1;46

26.11
.2,31
sz, ae
Zs, 79
●low
sa, a.a

.

*

Fig. A-2.
Velocity and integrated flow printout.
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1 FLWT!RMA” &:.)SSWRAME 1 3
Za C~ESPtMtDINC CURUESO R B

Fig. A-3.
TVENT plot showing induced flows.

NOTE : 1 cfm = 4.719 x 10-4 m3/s
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ace* ?

I
n

B“E
u

z *I

\

ii

I

. 10. 2e . 30. 40.

TIME {S)
ss~ 2 FLOU BR6?iCM NOSO 4 7

1s CORQ2SPONDIffiCWUES= n B

Fig. A-4.
TVENT plot showing induced flows.

.

.

NOTE : 1 cfm = 4.719 x 10-” m3/s
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n

Fig. A-5.
TVENT plot showing induced flows.

NOTE: 1 cfm = 4.719 x 10-” m3/s
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APPENDIX B

SOLA-ICE DATA
.

uFS HEAD-END VENT; 8YSTEM~ TORNADO AT ALL BOUNDARY NODES EXCEPT EXHAUST

IBAR=
JBAR=
DELX=
DEIY=
DFLT=

7WFIN=
CUPRT8
CWPLT=

CYL=
Cx=
GY=
Uyc

lp290flBE+01
lpseentw+tll
lP670@flE+B0
3.B800VIE+EIFI
l;tN3Fwx3E-Q3
4PBEMFWIE+U1
lp9e@flBE+R3
lpB@0B0E+R3
0/
et
e.
k!.

Vlr c;
VELHX= 8.EIBnOOE+Pl

WLB 1
us% 1
WR= 1
WT= 1
Nuc l;4Q0fl13E-fil

EPSI= lpORf10nE-@3
PR= 7PBf!0fME-131

OMG= 5000@0EIE-01
ALPHA= l;@OnOnE+f10

GAM!= 4PPPIflnfiE-nl
ASQ= 0.
Rll]= 2r33PeOE-f13

T AMB= 5P3~0flPIE+f12
DRIvE Tc 5.3013BnE+n2

HOL UT= z;900B8E+b31
RGAS= a.9b90flE+G14
DTVNTS .j0nt3f?F+nl?
DTSOLIS .10000E-Oi?
NTSP= 4G!1
NvTF= 5
tI!uLT. V(l) BY l.flfl
PWLTP V(2) BY 1.00
hIuLT, V[3) BY lmme
MULTo V(U) BY 1.00.
MULTo V(5) By -1.00
RuL1. V(6) BY

2 NELB= 4
3 NELB= 0
4 NELB= 0
5 NELB= B
6 NELB= 0
? NELB= e
8 NELB= 0
9 NELBc e

jfl NELB= O
11 NELB= 0
~? NELB= 0
j3 NELB= 0
14 NELBs 0
j5 NELB= 0
16 NELB= i?

2 NEBBc 0
3 NEf)B= 0
4 NEBB= 5

.

5 NEBB=
6 NEBBc
? NEBB=
8 NEBB=

~: p::

11 NEBB=
~2 NEBBc
13 NEBB=

t NERB=
S NERB=
~ NERBc
5 NERBs
b NERB=
7 NERB=
8 NERB~

J %:
$1 NERB=
lE NERBc
83 NERB=
14 NERB=
15 NERB=
16 NERB=

2 NETBK
5 NEIB=
d NETB=
5 NETB=
6 NETB=
7 NETB=
8 NETB8
9 NE1B8

iS NETB=
$1 NETB=
12 NETB=
13 NETB=

OUTpUT

e
B

:
e
8
0
e
0
B
0
0
B
0
B
B
a
0

:
0
B
e
e
(1
II
m
8
B
e
e
0
e
e
e
B

OPTION= 3
BEGIN, TSTFPS 1
BEGIN, TYME= 0.
VWAX s et
VMIN = Se
NEL1= 4
NEL2= 9
NEL3= 1(I

Fig. B-1.
SOLA-ICE input data.
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Fig. B-2.
Composite of SOLA-ICE velocity vector plots.
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Fig. B-3.
SOLA-ICE plots for envelope of floor velocity curves.

NOTE : Each curve represents the spatial distribution
of velocity at a given time. 1 ft/s = 0.3048m/s.
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Fig. B-4.
SOLA-ICE plot showing velocity history at element 4.

NOTE : 1 ft/s = 0.3048 m/s.
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Fig. B-5.
SOLA-ICE plot showing velocity history at element 9.

NOTE : 1 ft/s = 0.3048m/s.
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Fig. B-6.
SOLA-ICE plot showing velocity history at element 14.

NOTE : 1 ft/s = 0.3048m/s.
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lTER= ? TIME= z;aBOOOBE+Ol CYCLE= 24n@0
VEL. TF NO? s VELOCITY = 1,Q2E+62
VEL, TF NO, c ; VELOCITY E 3.llE+B1
VEL. TF NO? = S VELOCITY = 5.32E+01
VEL, 7F NoP = d VELOCITY = ●9e32E+0t?
VEL, TF NO. = 5 VELOCITY = 1.88E+B1

J vEL(X)
i! 2 -2;2Q3Q7E+LN?
js 3 -lp87Q56Et00
js 4 -lpQ14713EtP0
~s 5 -9tHW3E-01
13 6 -5tZ5547E-81
Is 7 01,7QQ75E-01
13 : 8~62212F-B2
13 Z:68UQ1F-$31
js ~; 3.66QQ2E-01
13 3pQe3u7E-el
13 12 3p8595aE-@l
~: j3 4p61317E-fll

~fi 8r18730E-01
;s lb lp773a9E+e0
13 16 3.aQ9z5Ftt30

VEL(Y)
-4;l13680Et00
-l~lQ078E+01
-lp81261E+01
VZY263B3E+81
*2~5a931E+Bl
●2P69352E+01
-2m724Z6E+@l
●2F672Q1E+131
-2,57116Et@l
-2FaQ798E*B1
-2..32225E+B1
P2mlBs@uE+01
-I~97i69E+0j
-1.5252QE+@l
-6.Ei861iE+Be

VEL(T)
8;75023E+0@
lp20552E+Bl
1PB1812E*B1
2.26SEIlE+01
2,54985E+61
2p6Q358E+fll
2.72a27E+@l
2$6730iiE+01
2,571u2E+@l
2*4a829E+ell
2,32257E+QJ1
2,18553E+k31
\.9733QE+01
lp53557Etk31
7mQJ2036E+0@

lTER= 1 TIME= 2e5VJ80%flE+QJl CVCLEC 25000
VELC TF NO: = VFLOCITY =
VELo TF NO. = i

1;Q8E+B2
VELOCITY = 2.84E+k?l

VEL, TF NO. = 3 VELOCITY = 4,6EiE+01
VELo TF Nn. = 4 VELOCITY = -4cBlE+0B
VEL. TF NO. = 5 VELOCITY = 4.20E+0i

VEL(X)
-2:lQ911E+00
-ls76187E+fla
-lp25583E*@0
-8.M602flE-nl
-4:59Q82E-F!l
-2,!3Q5SE-P1
-4,1 t689F-@2

7,92075E-02
lp5a255E-el
1PQ7261E-B1
2,aa27aE-el
3pB1997E-01
7~87549E-fll
lp74a08E+0@
3.39871E+09

VEL(Y)
-4:Blm67E+0fd
-l;lis16Et01
-1067926E+01
-2m059fi7E+@l
-2~2Q#?4Et0;
-2PU1773E+B1
-29465B1F+01
-2~45835E+01
-2p416aQE+01
-2:353Q3E*01
-2p275Q8E+01
-2016S75E+01
-lp9591aE+01
-lp51@07E+B1
-60L10192E+06

Fiq. B-7.

VEL(T)
4.57481Etfl@
ie13887E+Bl
le68395E*01
2,06@65E+Bl
2mz934BE+01
2p41783E+01
2:46502E+PJl
2,45B36E$121
2.41653E+01
2.35401E001
2p27bllE+01
2;16601V+@l
lp96072E+01
lp52BllE+fll
b.8Q741E+00

Example of the numerical-velocity data from SOLA-ICE.

NOTE : I and J refer to the y and x axes, respectively, in Fig. 4.
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EQUATIONS

!. The equations and

more detail in Ref. 7.

The first question

Before particle motion

AND

APPENDIX C

PROCEDURE FOR REENTRAINMENTCALCULATION

procedure presented

we must answer is:

in this appendix were discussed in

When do the particles begin to move?

can occur, a threshold air speed must be equalled or ex-

ceeded so that the aerodynamic forces will be sufficient to overcome restrain-

ing forces. To relate threshold air speed to surface effects, we introduce the

friction speed

U* = m’
(c-1)

where T= mean shear stress at the surface and

P= fluid density.

Experimental measurements of threshold fric:~on speed u*t are available for

a wide range of material sizes and densities.

These measurements were plotted in Fig. 5 (from Ref. 10) and are fitted to

the following semi-empirical equation.

A = (0.108 +0.0323/B - 0.00173/62) (c-2)

x (1 + 0.055/ppg D:)l’2 ,

where A = U*t/[(Pp - p) gDp/p] 1’2,

‘P
= particle density,

9 = gravitational acceleration,

Dp = average particle diameter,

B = U@p/u, and

u = lJ/P = fluid kinematic viscosity.

Equation (C-2) holds for 0.22~B ~ 10 and accounts for particle weight, inter-

particle forces, and aerodynamic forces.

3J
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We may relate u* to the corresponding velocity at the turbulent boundary

layer edge using one of the following two equations. For a smooth surface with

a laminar sublayer, 12

u(y)/u*= (1/0.41) in (yuJu) +5.0 . (c-3)

For a rough surface with no laminar sublayer, 13

lJ(Y)AJ*

where y = d“

= (l/k) In (y/yo) ,

stance from surface,

(c-4)

k=0.4= Von Karman constant,

Y. = R/30 = roughness length, and

R = average surface roughness height.

The next question is: What determines whether particles go into suspen-

sion? That is, of all the particles, how do we divide those that could become

airborne from those that remain close to the surface? Iversen et al.,11

have shown that for particles smaller than 52 m, suspension occurs as soon as

the threshold speed is reached. The criterion assumed here was that suspen-

sion will occur for those particles for which uf/u* = 1 and u* > u*t,

where uf is the particle fall or terminal speed. The friction speed u* is

of the same order of magnitude as the vertical component of turbulence in a

boundary layer. Values of D < 50pm for suspension are in agreement with
8 ~n the present exercise, since we assumed%<measurements using soils.

50pm, all of the particles are therefore subject to suspension.

How much material becomes suspended? Travis8 has suggested the follow-

ing expression for qv, the mass of particles per unit area per unit time

that go into suspension:

P/3-, ,
qv = qh (cv/u*tch) (“*/~*t) (c-5)

where P = mass percentage of suspendable particles and.-
c

V’ Ch
= empirical constants (2 x 10-1” and ‘A-b

respectively).

In Eq. (C5) qh is the mass of material moving

cal plane perpendicular to the surface per unit

determined fromg

32
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horizontally through a verti-

width per unit time and may be
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~h = 2.61(p/g)(u*+ u*t)2(u* - u*t) . (C-6)

The last question is: Does the material stay suspended or does it rede-

posit? A rough estimate of the quantity of particulate that will deposit may

be obtained from14

‘d =

provided

glecting

mass deposition/cm2s
●

(c-7)

(mass/cms) concentration above surface -

we assume u =d ‘f“ The latter assumption is equivalent to ne-

any deposition mechanism other than gravitational settling. An esti-.-
mate of Uf may be obtained from l!)

‘f
= D~g (pp - p)/18P . (C8)

APPENDIX D

MODIFICATIONS TO SOLA-ICE

The input/output formats of SOLA-ICE4 were changed to make the code more

useful as a tool in solving for velocity distributions in a cell or room.

Some of the important changes involved input of velocity from TVENT on punched

cards, the application of these velocity functions at any desired boundary ele-

ment and the inclusion of output options to limit the amount of output data.

The

●

●

●

●

●

The

1.

2.

input card deck is organized into five categories as follows.

problem definition,

fluid properties,

velocity function deck,

boundary conditions, and

output options.

card formats are given below:

Title (8A1O)

Number of entries to be read set to 30 (15)

33



3.

4. Problem definition (6E1O.2)

5. /

IBAR, JBAR, DELX, DELY, DELT, TWIN, CWPRT, CWPLT, CYL, GX, GY, UI,

VI, VELMX, WL, WB, WR, and WT

6. Fluid properties (6E1O.2)

7. }

These cards may be left blank if the fluid is air and the units are

English.

8. Control for interfacing TVENT to SOLA-ICE (2E1O.2)

TVENT delta time step, SOLA-ICE delta time step.

9. Control for reading TVENT velocity deck (215)

Number of time steps, number of time functions.

10.

.

.

deck containing “m” cards

.

.

10+n 1
lo+(n+l) Load factor for time functions (6E1O.2)

lo+(n+z) Time function or functions in left boundary elements

(1X,7911)

10+(n+3) Time function or functions in bottom boundary elements

(1X,7911)

10+(n+4) Time function or functions in right boundary elements

(1X,7911)

lo+(n+5) Time function or functions in top boundary elements (1X,7911)

lo+(n+6) Output options (2I5,3E1O.2, 315)

Printed velocities,

1 -. average velocities in elements adjacent to

left boundary

2 -- average velocities in elements adjacent to

bottom boundary

.

3 -- average velocities in elements adjacent to

right boundary

34



4 -- average velocities in elements adjacent to”top

boundary

5 -- average velocities in all elements starting

card number in velocity function deck,

beginning time, maximum vertical velocity on

envelope plot, and minimum vertical velocity

on envelope plot, element number for velocity

vs time plot, element number for velocity vs

time plot, and element number for velocity vs

time plot.
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